ANAGRAM QUIZ 11

ANIL
Perth, Australia

The clues are both anagrams and ‘definitions’ of the answers. (5|4) denotes a helpful charade. A / marks a divide between anagrams in a polyanagram.

1. Ten, top! (6)
2. Or pal up. (7)
3. Be set rum. (3 5)
4. Ever Spring (10)
5. Oral rubs binge (6-7)
6. Rule gate./ glue rate. (8)
7. “No time, man.” (2 1 6)
8. On clan fidelity (14)
9. Tonic pal (8)
10. To BM to (6)
11. Our loo dams—O, a sour mold! (3|7)
12. BM is heaved. (3|7)
13. Enstate top. (10)
14. Tongue wham’r, it. (5-8)
15. Hen as apt/ tan phase (8)
16. A clear green fee sun (4 7 6)
17. ’Tis Reason. (6 3)
18. I govern re. (5 4)
19. Set ‘dead’ (7)
20. The nor a/ or a then (7)
21. Heart is clue. (3 8)
22. End’s tied. (8)
23. Quare’s epic (10)
24. Uses “dern”. (8)
25. Ex-meter (7)
26. Suit, oft/ fit to us (7)
27. Tip lauds,/ lit up “ads”. (8)
28. I on a miss I so pry into (10 8)
29. Of “once!” sins (10)
30. No Pa, herd,/ pad, no Her (8)
31. Head low, net/ wealth done (4-2-4)
32. A Ra tide (7)
33. Mix at L/R body use (14)
34. Lo, I overturn ya! (13)
35. Entail finer/ line in after/ learn finite. (11)
36. The rare Monday/—“Rear the dynamo!” (4 4 5)
37. (bonus question) What is unusual about this quiz?